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One of the simplest heuristics for obtaining a proper coloring of a graph is the Fii-Fit
algorithm: Fix an arbitrary ordering of the vertices and, using the positive integers as the color
set, assign to each successive vertex the least integer possible (keeping the coloring proper).
This is an example of an on-line algorithm for graph coloring. In the on-line model, a graph is
presented one vertex at a time. Each new vertex is given together with all edges joining it to
previous vertices. An on-line coloring algorithm assigns a color to each vertex as it is received
and once assigned, the color cannot be changed. The performance function, pA(n), of an
on-line algorithm A is the maximum over all graphs G on n vertices of the ratio of the number
of colors used by A to color G to the chromatic numbers of G. The First-Fit algorithm has
performance function n/4. We exhibit an algorithm with sublinear performance function.

1. Introduction
One of the simplest heuristics for obtaining a proper coloring of a graph is the
First-Fit algorithm: Fix an arbitrary ordering of the vertices and, using the
positive integers as the color set, assign to each successive vertex the least integer
possible, subject to maintaining a proper coloring.
This is an example of an on-line algorithm for graph coloring. In the on-line
model, a graph is presented one vertex at a time. Each new vertex is given
together with all edges joining it to previous vertices. An on-line coloring
algorithm assigns a color to each vertex as it is received and, once assigned, the
color cannot be changed.
If A is any graph coloring algorithm then, for a graph G, x_,+(G) denotes the
number of colors that A uses to color G. The performance ratio of A on G,
i.e. the ratio of the number of colors used by A
denoted p,(G), is x~(G)Ix(G),
to the number of colors in an optimal coloring of G. The performance function of
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A, denoted pA(n), is defined for each integer n to be the maximum of p,(G) over
all n vertex graphs.
Various researchers (see e.g. [l, 71) have shown that no on-line algorithm A
has bounded performance function on the class of all graphs; indeed, for any
on-line algorithm A, there are trees on n vertices for which that algorithm
requires at least 1 + log, n colors. On the other hand, p,(n) <n for any
algorithm. Fit-Fit does not do much better than this trivial bound even on the
class of bipartite graphs since for any integer k, there exists an on-line bipartite
graph on 2k vertices for which Fit-Fit
requires k colors (the graph is the
bipartite complement of a perfect matching). Recently, Szegedy [19] showed that
for any on-line algorithm A and integer k, there is a graph on at most k(2k - 1)
vertices having chromatic number k, but for which the algorithm A requires
2k - 1 colors. Thus the performance function for any on-line algorithm A grows
at least as fast as n/(logn)‘.
It is natural to ask whether there is any on-line
algorithm that has a sublinear performance function. In this note we settle this
question in the affirmative by proving:
Theorem 1. There exists an on-line
(2n/log* n)(l + o(1)).

coloring

algorithm

Color with pColor(n) =

Note that in this paper all logarithms are taken to the base 2, and, as usual,
log* n is the smallest k for which the k times iterated logarithm, logck) n =
log * * - log n is at most 1. The algorithm Color is constructed recursively from an
algorithm Partition* that partitions the vertex set into subsets each having clique
number strictly smaller than the input graph. This kind of recursive construction
was used by Wigderson ([21]) to obtain a polynomial (but not on-line)
approximate coloring algorithm with performance ratio n(log log n)2/(log n)‘.
Previous researchers have considered the behavior of on-line coloring algorithms on restricted classes of graphs. The performance function of an algorithm
A with respect to a class G of graphs pA(n; G), is the maximum of p,(G) over
all n vertex graphs in the class G. It is an easy exercise to construct an on-line
algorithm that achieves a performance function of O(log, n) on the class of
bipartite graphs, which is optimal by the lower bound for trees mentioned above.
For the class of interval graphs, Kierstead and Trotter [14] showed that there is
an on-line algorithm A with performance
ratio 3 and this is best possible.
Recently, Kierstead [12] showed that First-Fit has bounded performance ratio on
interval graphs, solving a question posed by Woodall ([22]) and Chrobak and
Slusarek. Gyarfas and Lehel ([7]) showed that Fit-Fit
achieves bounded
performance ratio on split graphs, complements of bipartite graphs and complements of chordal graphs.
On-line algorithms have been investigated in the context of several combinatorial optimization problems, including various problems related to dynamic
data structures
[2,3,8,10,16,18,20],
task systems and server problems
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[4,15,5,6],
bin packing [9], partitioning a partial order into chains [ll], and
representing a partial order by vectors in d-space [13]. We believe that many
other problems can and should be analyzed from the perspective of on-line
algorithms.

2. An on-line graph coloring algorithm
An on-line graph is an undirected graph G on a totally ordered vertex set V.
For any vertex v, let [u] denote the set of vertices preceding or equal to ‘u. The
pre-neighborhood
of a vertex v, N-(v) is its neighborhood in [v]. The pre-degree
of v, d-(v) is the size of its pre-neighborhood.
An on-line graph partitioning algorithm is a procedure that constructs a
partition 17 of the vertex set of G by considering each vertex of G in order and
assigning it to one of the previous blocks or creating a new singleton block,
without reassigning any of the previously assigned vertices. Such an algorithm is a
coloring algorithm if it partitions the vertex set into independent sets. More
formally, an on-line partitioning algorithm is a map which associates to each
graph G in a class G a partition II, of the vertex set, in such a way that for each
graph G E G and each vertex v, the partition of [v] induced by fl, depends only
on the graph induced by G on [v].
The on-line coloring algorithm given here is constructed recursively from an
on-line algorithm called Partition(n, d), where n is an upper bound on the total
number of vertices and d is a positive integer bounded above by n. This algorithm
the
vertex
set
V
of the
on-line
graph
G into
sets
partitions
C,.
Each
set
Di
is
independent
and
is
called
a
D1,& ,...,
Dd,C,,&,...,
first-fit set, and each set Cj is contained in the neighborhood of some vertex and is
called a residual set.
Let l1 = d/n and for i > 1, let Ei = E;-J~. Thus

Say that a subset S of vertices of size s is legal if the intersection of the
pre-neighborhoods of its members has size at least ESn. Partition(n, d) is defined
as follows. Initially r = 0 and D1, . . . , Dd are each empty. For each arriving
vertex v: if v U 0, is independent for some i then add v to such Di. Otherwise if
Cj U v is legal for some residual set C,, add v to such a set having maximum size.
If there is no such set, increase r by 1 and let C, = {v}.
The key property of the algorithm is:
Lemma 2. For n 3 4 and d 2 n/log log n, at most 4n/log log n residual sets are
created by Partition(n, d) on input of any graph having n or fewer vertices.
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We begin with a simple combinatorial
Lemma

3. Let 6 be a constant

et al.

lemma.

with 0 < 6 < 4. Let S,, &, . . . , S, be subsets

set S such that IS,13 6 ISI for all i and ISi f~ Sjl< d2 ISl/2,

for i fj.

of a

Then q c 216.

Proof.

Suppose, to the contrary that q 22/d and leti= [2/h]. For lsisj,
let
T = Si - (Sl U S, U * - . USi_l). Then the sets T,, T2, . . . , q are disjoint and
II&l> l,Sil- ISi fl &I - ISi n $1 - * * * - ISi fl Si-ll> 6(1- S(i - 1)/2) JSI. Hence
ISI~IT,lJT,U.-

a contradiction,

. U ?;I = ITI1 + IT21+ - * * + IZJ > Si(l

establishing the lemma.

- S(i - 1)/4) lS( > ISI,

0

Lemma 4. Let G be an on-line graph with at most n vertices.
Partition(n, d) terminates, at most 2/e, residual sets have size t.

Then

when

Proof. For each i E (1, . . . , r} let Aj be the intersection
of the preneighborhoods of all of the vertices in Cj. By the definition of the algorithm, if Cj
has size t, Aj has size at least E,n. Furthermore, we claim that if two sets Ci and Cj
both have size t, IAi nAj( < E,+~n = r&/2,
which by Lemma 3, with 6 = E,
finishes the proof. To prove the claim, let v be the last vertex added to either Ci
or Cj and suppose it was added to Cj. Before it was added, Ci had size t and Cj
had size t - 1. Since v was added to a set having smaller cardinality than Ci,
Ci U v is not legal. This implies that the intersection of the pre-neighborhood
of v
with Ai has fewer than E,+~n elements. Since A, is contained in the preneighborhood of v, the claim is established.
0
Proof of Lemma 2. For any integer k 2 2, the number of residual sets that have
size at least k at most n/k. By Lemma 4, the number of residual sets of size less

than k is at most 2(1/e, + l/e2 + - * . + l/~_~) which is bounded above by l/+.
Hence the number of residual sets is at most n/k + l/~. Taking k = log log n/2
yields nlk + l/ck < 2n/log log n + 2(log log n)tiog n < 4nllog log n. 0
Next, Partition is used to construct a second partitioning algorithm called
Partition*. For k 3 2, let nk be the largest integer such that &/log, log, nk C 2k
(e.g. n2= 4 and n3= 16). The on-line algorithm Partition* takes as input any
graph and produces a union of disjoint partitions as follows: Place incoming
vertices in a single class until the first vertex is received that has a neighbor in that
class. Starting with that vertex, apply Partition(n,, 4) to the first n2 vertices.
Apply Partition(n,, 8) to the next n3 - n2 vertices, and in general, apply
Partition(&, zk) to vertices {nk-_l + 1, . . . ) nk}.
Lemma 5. Suppose Partition* is applied to an on-line graph G on n vertices. If G
is an independent set then Partition* produces a single class. Otherwise it produces
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at most 20nllog log n sets, and each has chromatic number strictly less than that of
G.
Proof. The behavior

of Partition* on an independent set is apparent from the
definition. On a general graph, every set produced is either a first-fit set (which is
independent) or a residual set, which lies in the neighborhood of some vertex of
G, and thus has chromatic number strictly less than that of G.
It remains to bound the number of sets created. Let k be the least index such
that 2k-’ < n/log log n S 2k. For any i, at most ni - ni-r vertices are partitioned
by Partition(n,, 2’). This results in at most 2’ first-fit sets and, by Lemma 2, at
most 4ni/loglogni residual sets, for a total of at most 5(2’) sets. Thus, the total
number of sets created by Partition* is at most (1 + 5(2’) + 5(23) + 5(24) + - - - +
5(2k)) < 10(2k) s 20n/log log n sets. Cl
the algorithm Color is defined recursively from Partition*: Run
on G. For each class besides the first (independent) class produced,
color it by a recursive call to Color.
It is easily shown by induction on the number of vertices of G, that Color
partitions any input graph into independent sets. Define c(n, k) to be the
maximum number of colors used by Color to color an input graph on n fewer
vertices and chromatic number at most k. Obviously c(n, 1) = 1 and c(n, k) s n.
Define h(‘)(n) = n, h(n) = h(‘)(n) = max{ 1, log log n/20}, and for k 3 2, hCk)(n) =
hck-‘)(h(n)). Note that for all k and n positive, hCk)(n) is a concave function of n.
Finally

Partition*

Theorem

6. c(n, k) s nlhCk-‘)(n) for k 3 1 and n L 1.

Proof. We prove the result by induction on k; the case k = 1 is trivial. Suppose
Color is applied to a graph on n vertices having chromatic number k. By Lemma
5, the main call Partition* produces at most n/h(n) classes each having
chromatic number at most k - 1. Each of these is recursively colored using Color.

Thus the number of color classes created can be bounded above by:
c(n, k) s

max
tsnih(n)
n,+n~+...+n,=n
II+1

s

$r c(% k - 1)

max
2 ni/hCk-*)(ni),
“,+;;~~~:“,=~i=l

by the induction hypothesis. Since n/kCk-*) (n) is a convex function of n, the right
hand side is bounded above by taking all of the Izi’s to be equal and t to be as
large as possible, yielding an upper bound of nlh(n){h(n)/h(“-‘)(h(n))}
=
n/hCk-‘j(n).
Cl
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Corollary 7. The algorithm Color has a worst case performance

ratio of at most

(2n/log* n)(l + o(1)).
Proof. By Theorem 6, the performance ratio of color on a graph on n vertices
with chromatic number k is most n/kh(k-l) (n), which is maximized for fixed n
when k is the least index with hck--l)(n) = 1 (or, possibly 1 less than that) and this
index is asymptotically equal to log* n/2.
0
Note that the performance ratio of 0(n/log’2k-2’(n))
for graphs of chromatic
number bounded by k can be improved(!) to O(n 1og(2k-3)(n)/log(2k-4) (n)) for
k 3 3 by modifying Partition* as follows. Initially, instead of constructing a single
independent
set, apply a bipartite graph coloring algorithm using at most
O(log IV() colors, switching to Partition(n,, 4) only when a vertex is received that
cannot be processed by that algorithm. Of course this does not improve the worst
case performance ratio over general graphs.
Thus for graphs of chromatic number at most 3, there is an algorithm that
achieves performance ratio O(n/log log n). On the other hand, the only known
lower bound is the s2(log n) lower bound for trees mentioned in the introduction
(note that Szegedy’s lower bound is not useful for graphs of bounded chromatic
number). It would be interesting to close the gap.
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